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Sew 19 simply embellished projects including a card holder, coin purses, earbud holder, small

wallets, pouches and organizers. These cute and useful bags are perfect for holding all of your little

things. Personalize the organizers with adorable embellishments and appliquÃƒÂ©s and use up

your scraps, trims, and other odds and ends! Great to give as gifts or keep for yourself, these tiny

bags will bring a smile to anyone's face.
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This is fabulous glossy book with 19 projects to make.With colorful illustrations, ideas and advice on

fabric, embellishments and stitching, Jennifer Heynen's Sew Small is an ideal book to work from.

Sew Small comes with a double sided pattern sheet that has all you need for each of the items.I

decided to make the Ã¢â‚¬ËœWhale coin purse' which in itself is just the cutest thing I have ever

seen.This project was fiddly in places, such as inserting the zip. Small sewists would need some

help but I thing the projects are ideal for all levels of skill.There are projects for male and females,

and each can be made to look more petty or as plain depending on fabric choice. There is a

gorgeous Journalling wallet I am going to make and what is lovely is that the projects are perfect for

gift ideas or just to make for yourself.Sew Small has missed nothing out. It is easy to follow and

each project can be done in a few hours or more. (Tracy Shephard tracyshephard.wordpress.com,



5/23/2017)You can have a place for everything when you make the bags in this book. As the

subtitle says, you can Ã¢â‚¬Å“stash your coins, keys, earbuds, jewelry and moreÃ¢â‚¬Â• in the

pretty wee bags, which are not only fairly simple to make but are a great way of using up oddments

left over from larger projects.All the bags in here are rather special, and many do not even look very

bag-like. There is one shaped like a house, another like an ice cream cone, a ladybug, whale,

flower, and even my own favorite, a log. As well as plain machine and hand sewing, you can have a

go at appliquÃƒÂ©, patchwork and embroidery, plus enjoy working with lots of fun trims. This book

is aimed at improvers and up. Anybody who knows their way around a sewing machine and has

done some sewing ought to be able to make these projects. At the beginning there are instructions

on how to add trims, topstitch to make appliquÃƒÂ© and so a few embroidery stitches, namely

running stitch, backstitch and French knots. It does help to have another embroidery book handy,

however (check out the Search Press catalog), as in the second project you will need to know a

couple more. Each project has a large photograph of the finished item, plus a list of what you need

and a cutting list with sizes in imperial. The instructions have plenty of diagrams showing what to do,

and everything is laid out with double spacing, giving it an airy, easy to read appearance. All the

projects have quite a number of steps, too, which is ideal for anybody who has not done much in

this line before. The bags would make excellent gifts and show well how things that are practical

can also be very pretty. (myshelf.com, 6/11/2017)

Jennifer Heynen began sewing at age four. As an adult, she received a BFA in ceramics from

Indiana University. Since then, she has designed twelve fabric collections for In The Beginning

Fabrics and creates Jennifer Jangles sewing patterns and kits.

I haven't made any yet. Too many projects in process. They all look like fun. I have been following

Jennifer's blog and her projects are always colorful and fun .

Lots of fun great projects! Looking forward to making one real soon (after summer company leaves).

Plenty of cute ideas here with clear instructions if you're an intermediate sewer.

Love the content of the book. Looking forward to trying some of the patterns

I didn't think there was anything unique about the patterns in this book, and I didn't think any of the



pictures or projects were very cute. If you are new to sewing bags, there may be things in here you

haven't seen before, but I wasn't inspired by any of the pictures in the book and didn't see anything

new to me, so I sent it back. It isn't awful and I wouldn't say I hated it, but overall, I just found it kind

of "blah."
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